
 
 

The First Report to 
Soaring 
from the New Sage 

 

Sage Variometers formerly Wil schuemann/Sage instruments is alive and well. As the new owner I 
am dedicated to manufacturing the highest quality handmade variometer in the world. The transition 
from machinist of over ten years, instrument maker, and tinkerer to business owner has been a 
natural one. I am looking forward to introducing new products to the market like the new Model SV 
2.25, and offering service now and into the future on all sage products. Here is a description of why 
these variometers are so valued by their owners around the world.  

The sage mechanical variometer 
The mechanical principal employed in the sage variometer to rotate the needle is similar to the 
principal used in a toy most of us played with as children. We took a piece of string looped between 
our fingers and threaded through a large button which was placed halfway between our fingers, we 
wound up the button, pulled on the string and the button rotates. In the sage variometer the string is 
replaced with a platinum ribbon, your fingers a brass bellows, and the button a needle. Because the 
entire movement of the variometer is based on the elasticity of metals there is no friction. The 
stickiness associated with pivot friction and vane interference in the winter and pzl variometers do 
not exist in the sage variometer. Because of this, on weak days the sage variometer begins 
indicating lift immediately when it is encountered, instead of many seconds later when the climb 
signal is strong enough to overcome the friction always present in vane variometers. Unlike vane 
variometers, the performance of the sage variometer does not deteriorate with age, as happens with 
vane variometers when the lubricant hardens in their jeweled bearings.  

Variometer time constants 
A great deal of confusion exists about the response time of variometers, I will include the effect of 
the response time on the apparent direction of the thermal as perceived from the information 
supplied by the variometer. The upper half of fig(1) depicts a sailplane flying from steady lift 



 
Figure 1.Transition from lift to sink and variometer response 

of 1000 fpm into zero sink at a time constant of 0 sec, the lower half shows how a variometer with a 
3 sec time constant responds to this change, after leaving the lift the variometer reading begins to 
decrease, after 3 seconds one time constant the variometer will read 37% of the initial value of 1000 
fpm or 370 fpm. Different variometers will reach 370 fpm in shorter or longer times depending on 
their time constant.  

Effect of time constant when thermaling 
to better understand the effect of time constant when thermaling, we need to define a thermal model 
and then determine the response of variometers of different time constants, when exposed to that 
type of thermal. The thermal model is shown in figure (2). The up and down arrows correspond to 
lift and sink the clock like pattern in the center determines the position of  

 
Figure 2. Thermal model 



the sailplane around the thermal in time. This sailplane is flying a 20 sec circle the sailplane is in lift 
for half the circle and sink for the other half. Figure (3) shows the response of the model CV 
variometer to the lift and sink around the  

 
Figure 3. Response Sage of CV variometer 

circle each time the sailplane flies through the thermal boundary the variometer reads essentially the 
full value of the lift or sink within several seconds. The up and down indications of the variometer 
therefore fairly accurately depict the actual lift distribution. Figure (4) shows the response of the 
winter to the same thermal here  

 
Figure 4. Response of Winter variometer 

the response is slower, and note that the apparent direction of the thermal has shifted about 45 deg 
from the actual direction, therefore we can see that the slower the variometer time constant the 
harder it is to determine where the actual thermal is.  

A few questions and answers 
Q: why do we want a fast variometer? 
A: The faster variometer gives us more relevant information and the smaller or weaker the thermal 



is the more important this becomes. 
Q: Will a Sage variometer make me a better pilot? 
A: No but it will allow you to see where the edges of the lift are and therefore climb more 
efficiently this is the best way to improve the performance of your glider. 
Q: Why should I buy a Sage variometer over another brand of mechanical variometer? 
A: The Sage variometer has faster response than any other mechanical variometer in addition to it's 
longer life, hand made quality and best of all it's made in the USA. 
Q: Will I be able to get service on my sage if it should need it? 
A: Yes! I plan on being around to give personalized service and advice for a long time to come 
Q: how can I make best use of the speed of the sage variometer? 
A: to make the most of your Sage variometer you need a good total energy system free of excess 
noise found in some total energy probes.  

Current offerings from Sage Variometers 
Model SV 1.8 second time constant + - 10 knot range $600.00 
Model CV 1.0 second time constant + - 20 knots $900.00 
Model CVA 1.0 second time constant + -- 20 knots with built in 25 second mechanical averager 
with + - 12 knot range $1500.00 

New from Sage the Model SV 2.25 

 

Model SV2.25 
This is a downsized version of the model SV. With it's 
2.2 second time constant and range of up to 10 knots 
$600.00. Now every pilot can own the finest 
mechanical variometer no mater how crowded their 
instrument panel is. 
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